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ABSTRACT
Policy refinement is meant to derive low-level
enforceable policies from high-level guidelines.
Although recent advances have been made to
solve this open problem, the holistic implications
confronting systematic policy refinement have not
been explicitly addressed. This article presents a
methodological approach towards the policy
refinement problem. We provide a generic procedure to define policy hierarchies, which is essential to achieving systematic policy refinement. We
also provide the considerations while defining
high-level guidelines, and describe a policy refinement framework that formalizes the requirements
to refine high-level guidelines into executable
policies. We demonstrate the feasibility of our
approach with a scenario applied to the quality of
service (QoS) management domain.

INTRODUCTION
Policy-based management has been regarded as
a suitable approach to manage and control complex systems. Despite its potential benefits of
flexibility and constrained programmability, this
solution is still not a reality. In addition to the
crucial problem of policy conflicts, a key issue
behind the reticence to adopt this technology is
the necessity of deriving executable policies
aligned with administrative guidelines. The latter
is normally referred to as the policy refinement
problem.
The first solid work that addressed policy
refinement proposed a methodology grounded in
goal-oriented requirements engineering (GORE)
techniques [1]. In this approach, the achievements of policies are viewed as goals and standard goal-oriented refinement methods are used
to guide the refinement process at different levels of abstraction. Recent efforts have proposed
reactive systems analysis techniques to automatically produce executable policies in goal-oriented refinement environments [2]. Nevertheless,
none of these methodologies have been demon-
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strated in complex systems and their feasibility
to address real-life scenarios is questioned.
This article describes how our approach to
policy refinement proposed in [2] is applicable to
realistic refinement scenarios in the domain of
quality of service (QoS) management. We propose a methodological approach towards the
policy refinement problem which comprises the
following main elements:
• A procedure to define policy hierarchies tailored to addressing policy refinement
• General considerations and parties involved
in the definition of high-level guidelines
• A formal and realizable framework that
provides support to every activity and phase
of the refinement process
The article is organized as follows: we first
describe the main elements of our approach and
then exemplify its applicability through a refinement scenario applied to the QoS management
domain. We finally describe some related work
and conclude this article.

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH TO
POLICY REFINEMENT
In this section we describe a complete approach
to policy refinement that integrates the following
elements:
• Definition of a policy hierarchy of the policy
system
• Identification of high-level guidelines
• Definition of a policy refinement framework
that captures the requirements to allow
refining executable policies from high-level
guidelines systematically
In this article the term goal is used to denote
both administrative guidelines and business
objectives. The term policy is used for executable
rules. Policies at the lowest level have an unambiguous interpretation and are capable of being
executed automatically. Goals instead are interpreted in context and may be achieved in different ways [3].
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■ Figure 1. a) Generic policy hierarchy and a subsection sample; b) generic considerations to define high-level goals.

DEFINING POLICY HIERARCHIES
Policy hierarchies have been regarded to be of
great value for determining the requirements of
satisfying high-level guidelines, tracking changes
on lower-level policies due to changes of highlevel ones, and automatically generating lowerlevel policies [4]. Nevertheless, to the best of our
knowledge, the principles behind the derivation
of policy hierarchies have not been explicitly
addressed.
We propose the formulation of policy hierarchies that mirror the policy system architecture,
taking advantage of inherent hierarchical relationships. We recommend that policy hierarchies
should be defined during the design of the policy
system.
A generic policy hierarchy and a sample for
the case we use are shown in Fig. 1a. The following are the principles used to define this type of
hierarchy:
•Define the highest-level policy which will
correspond to the service provided by the policy
system, namely, the service deployment policy.
For instance, if the policy system controls QoS
provisioning, the highest-level policy would be
defined as the QoS management policy.
•Define the policy-controlled system functions. Linked to the highest-level policy, there
would be as many lower-level policies as policycontrolled system functions. For example, if the
QoS management system integrates service-management and traffic-engineering system functions, these functions would define the service
management policy and the traffic engineering
policy in the hierarchy.
•Define the policy-controlled software modules (i.e., system components) that would execute each system function. Each “software
module” would enforce a “software module policy” in the policy hierarchy. For example, if the
service management function is implemented by
two modules, service subscription and a service
invocation, this function will be controlled by the
service subscription policy and service invocation
policy. There would be as many software module
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policies as policy-controlled modules enforcing
each system function.
•Define the policy-controlled subfunctions in
each software module. Each subfunction would
define a specific type of policy (e.g., Policy A1
controls the subfunction 1 of software module
A). When different policy-controlled parameters
influence a given subfunction in a specific software module, a lower-level policy would be
defined for each of these parameters (Policy
A1.1 and Policy A1.2 would define Policy A1).
Consider that subscription admission control is a
subfunction of the service subscription module,
and that the former is influenced by two policycontrolled parameters: maximum threshold and
anticipated demand. In this case, the subscription admission policy would be implemented by
both the maximum threshold and anticipated
demand policies.
It is worth mentioning that the policy refinement process should produce instances of lowest-level enforceable policies committing to the
actual implementation of the system.

DEFINING HIGH-LEVEL GOALS
Different methods have been proposed to
specify business objectives and to provide indicators to assess IT performance as it relates to
them [5]. Although this is an application-oriented issue, it is imperative to express and
represent business objectives in an approachable manner. In this section we describe the
general considerations during the definition of
business objectives, further referred to as
high-level goals.
We identify two administrative actors: the
administrator developer and the administrator
consultant. The former defines, during the design
of the system, the high-level goals that the system can handle and the different ways to achieve
them. This party also establishes the relationship
between high-level goals and the policies that
help in achieving them. On the other hand, the
administrator consultant interprets high-level
goals to define the “particular” goals that better
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■ Figure 2. a) Goal-oriented policy refinement framework; b) goal refinement and goal selection example.
reflect the administrative views of how to achieve
high-level goals at system operation time.
A graphical example of the above is shown in
Fig. 1b. The administrator developer defines,
during the design of the system, the high-level
goal “number of subscriptions controlled” to
control the number of subscriptions of the managed system. This goal is in turn related to the
policy dedicated to control the service subscriptions, namely, the service subscription policy.
During the operation of the system the administrator consultant interprets this high-level goal
and defines a “particular” goal instantiating the
former with “maximize the number of subscriptions with the highest confidence to provide the
agreed quality of service for real-time services.”
Several instantiations may be done for other
types of services and for other high-level goals;
moreover, this should result in a set of executable policies reflecting such administrative
decisions.

POLICY REFINEMENT FRAMEWORK
Our policy refinement framework allows the
refining of lowest-level executable policies from
high-level goals in a systematic manner, providing support during both design and operation of
the system. It integrates two main functions: goal
management and policy refinement mechanisms,
as demonstrated in Fig. 2a.
Goal Management — The goal management
is integrated by the subfunctions goal refinement
support, goal selection support, and goal verification.
Goal Refinement Support — Through goal
refinement, the administrator developer formalizes the requirements and alternatives with
which high-level goals can be achieved. This
activity is application-dependent and should be
carried out during system design. It should be
accomplished in two phases:
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1) Goal refinement driven by high-level goals:
This phase is carried out establishing associations between the highest-level goal of the policy
system and the high-level goals that such system
can handle. For example, given that our sample
system is aimed at controlling the QoS provisioning, the highest-level goal of this policy system would be formalized as “QoS provisioning
controlled.” This highest-level goal would be in
turn refined into the “number of subscriptions
controlled” goal and “other high-level goals,” as
shown in Fig 2b. Each high-level goal is in turn
refined into the achievements of the policies
controlling such high-level goal. For example,
due to the relationship between the “number of
subscriptions controlled” high-level goal and the
“service subscription policy” (Fig. 1b), the “number of subscriptions controlled” goal should be
refined into the goal “service subscription configured” (Fig. 2b).
2) Goal refinement driven by the policy hierarchy: In this second phase each goal-graph
subtree is refined into the achievements prescribed by the policy hierarchy. For example, in
the context of our QoS provisioning system, the
“service subscription policy” is enforced (among
others) by the “subscription admission policy”
which is in turn enforced by the “maximum
threshold policy” and “anticipated demand policy” (Fig. 1a). In this sense, the goal refinement
process should consider that the “service subscription configured” goal would be refined
into the goal “subscription admission configured” and “other requirements for service subscription configuration.” Following on, the
“subscription admission configured” goal would
be refined into the “anticipated demand estimated” goal and the “admission threshold configured” goal. Further refinements for each of
these would represent the alternatives to fulfill
the corresponding goal. This is graphically illustrated in the lower part of the goal-graph structure shown in Fig. 2b.
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■ Figure 3. a) Generic approach for QoS management; b) policy hierarchy for QoS management.
Goal Selection Support — Through goal
selection, the administrator consultant selects,
among the alternatives, the “particular” highlevel goals that better reflect the administrative criteria at service operation time. Consider
for instance that the consultant of our QoS
provisioning example opts to “maximize the
number of subscriptions with the highest confidence to provide the agreed quality of service
for real-time services.” The goal selection support will direct the consultant to instantiate
the pattern of goals, as marked with dotted
lines in Fig. 2b.
Goal Verification — This subfunction verifies
that the goal selections are complete and logically correct. In other words, these verify that the
selected strategies certainly satisfy the “particular” high-level goals. For example, having the
administrator consultant selected the goal “subscription admission configured,” a simple verification would be that the goal selection certainly
includes both refinements: “anticipated demand
estimated” and “admission threshold configured” goals.
Policy Refinement Mechanisms — The policy
refinement mechanisms function provides support to acquire the lowest-level executable policies that would fulfill the “particular” high-level
goals at operation time. These should commit
with the actual object distribution of the policy
system for further deployment. These mechanisms implement different processes for which
the following inputs are provided:
• Policy refinement requests: The verified
goal selections provided by the goal management functions.
• Managed system behavior documentation:
Documentation of how the managed elements behave, interact and collaborate.
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This is provided in standard notations like
UML.
• Object distribution: Inventory of the actual
managed objects.
A detailed description of the analysis techniques of our framework can be found in [2].
The details of a realizable prototype can be
found in [6].

VALIDATION OF OUR
METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
This section presents the validation of our
methodological approach. We initially describe
the application domain that we have used for
this purpose and then define a policy hierarchy
and realistic high-level goals for this domain.
Lastly, we show the practicality of our approach
using our framework implementation.

A QOS MANAGEMENT APPROACH
The QoS Management solution in which we
have validated our approach relies on the principles developed in the context of the IST project
TEQUILA — Traffic Engineering for Quality of
Service for the Internet at Large Scale [7]. A
simplified representation of this approach is
depicted in Fig. 3a., which shows the integration
of service management and traffic engineering
functions to achieve QoS provisioning in IP Networks.
The service management functionality has
two objectives: the maximization of traffic entering the network, and the commitment of the service provider’s QoS guarantees. As the traffic
entering the network is a function of the number
of subscribed contracts and active services,
admission control mechanisms are defined for
service subscriptions and invocation requests.
QoS commitment is addressed by enforcing pre-
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ventive and corrective actions as a means to
police misbehaving users and to resolve congestion.
The traffic engineering functionality is concerned with the management of resources. An
off-line dimensioning process is responsible for
mapping the predicted traffic demand to physical network resources. In addition, real-time
operations are implemented as a means to first,
balance the load amongst the established labelswitched paths (LSPs) in the network, and second, to ensure that link capacities are
appropriately distributed among the different
per-hop behaviors (PHBs) sharing each link.

A POLICY HIERARCHY FOR QOS MANAGEMENT
Following the principles of our methodological
approach, a QoS management policy must consider both service management and traffic engineering policies given that QoS delivery involves
these two functions. A policy hierarchy for QoS
management is shown in Fig. 3b for which we
provide a brief description.
The service management functions are carried out by three components: service subscription (SLS-S), service invocation (SLS-I), and
traffic forecast (TF) that define the SLS-S policy,
SLS-I policy, and TF policy, respectively .
The SLS-S policy offers the necessary programmability to control service subscriptions:
acceptance, negotiation, and rejection. It controls the trade-off between the number of subscriptions and the confidence for ensuring a
given QoS. It is enforced by two lower-level policies: the satisfaction level policy and the subscription admission policy.
• The satisfaction level policy is used to define
levels of confidence for service fulfillment.
• The subscription admission policy deals with
subscription admission control. Given that
the admission control logic is a function of
the maximum anticipated demand, this policy is enforced by two lowest-level policies:
the max threshold, and the anticipated
demand. These two have been derived as
the means to define thresholds for admission control and the multiplexing factors
that would influence the considerations for
the total anticipated demand, and consequently the admission control logic.
The SLS-I policy controls the number and
type of active services and consequently, the volume of injected traffic. It addresses the trade-off
between the number of admitted invocations and
preventing QoS degradation due to network
overloading. This policy controls different subfunctions defining four lower-level policies: target critical level policy, invocation admission
policy, QoS commitment policy, and congestion
solving policy.
• The target critical level policy defines the
level at which the likelihood of overwhelming the network is considered critical.
• The invocation admission policy controls
the invocation admission functionalities.
• The QoS commitment policy prevents QoS
degradation by enforcing proactive actions.
• The congestion solving policy executes
penalty actions to avoid congestion.
The enforcement of the latter two policies

may result in service-rate reallocations and/or
admission control readjustments for new invocations. These two define the service rate change
policy and the admission control change policy,
respectively.
The TF policy is used to define the criteria by
which a service is considered to enjoy an “almost
satisfied” and a “fully satisfied” rate, both of
which are used to define the bounds of traffic
demand estimations.
The traffic engineering functions are supported by the network dimensioning (ND) and
dynamic resource management (DRsM) components, which in turn define the ND policy and
DRsM policy in the hierarchy.
The ND policy controls the accommodation
of traffic estimations into the physical resources
and is enforced by two lower-level policies; the
minimum demand dimensioning policy controls
the strategy of allocation of the minimum estimated traffic demand and the extra capacity policy controls the allocation of the remaining
resources.
The DRsM policy drives the dynamic resource
management functions. It controls the criteria on
how resources allocation should be redefined
when considerable load fluctuations take place.
The lowest-level policies for the ND policy and
the DRsM policy are shown in Fig. 2b.

HIGH-LEVEL GOALS FOR QOS MANAGEMENT
Different methods and mechanisms can be found
in the literature [5] to specify business objectives
and to provide indicators to assess IT performance related to them. In the context of our
scenario, these represent the high-level goals
with which the administrator developer controls
QoS provisioning.
In our QoS management scenario the administrator developer considers the following highlevel goals: number of subscriptions controlled,
traffic injection controlled, QoS degradation prevented, traffic demand estimated, available
resources per-traffic trunk calculated, and dynamic
traffic fluctuations managed. The administrator
developer should establish a relationship between
these high-level goals with the achievement of
the policies specified in the policy hierarchy.
For example, the high-level goal number of
subscriptions controlled is directly influenced by
the service subscription policy given that the latter is used to control the acceptance and rejection/negotiation of service subscriptions. This
way, the developer establishes a relationship
between the number of subscriptions controlled
high-level goal and the SLS policy. Similarly, the
high-level goal traffic injection controlled is
influenced by the traffic entering the network
and the QoS enjoyed by the active services. The
latter two aspects are influenced by the invocation admission policy and target critical level
policy and, consequently, these policies are related to the traffic injection controlled high-level
goal. Figure 4a summarizes the high-level goals
and their association(s) with the policy hierarchy
in our scenario.
The interpretation of the above high-level
goals would define a “particular” view for QoS
management. For example, the instantiations
shown in Fig. 4b provide an administrator con-
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■ Figure 4. a) High-level goals and policy relationships for QoS management; b) “particular” view of QoS
provisioning management.

sultant’s view of QoS management at system
operation time. Another consultant could define
different views according to previous experiences, statistical data, and so forth.
The first column, for example, concerns the
view of QoS delivery with respect to the highlevel goals number of subscriptions controlled
and traffic injection controlled. For the former,
the consultant opts to maximize the number of
subscriptions at the highest confidence levels.
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This directive implies that congestion occurrence
would be highly unlikely and hence the consultant has opted to maximize the traffic injected
into to the network for the latter directive.

POLICY REFINEMENT PROCESS
In order to show the practicality of the refinement process, we have used a prototype of our
framework which supports the following features:
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• Industrial support for goal management. The
prototype [6] integrates Objectiver, a formal tool for goal-oriented specifications
that provides support for goal refinement
and goal selection.
• Tool support for system documentation. The
prototype integrates an ArgoUML toolkit
to document the managed system features
in UML standard notations.
• Support to acquire executable policies automatically.
Different tools and ad hoc software modules
specialize the automated policy refinement
Mechanisms of the framework. The prototype
includes:
• A Hugo/RT toolkit to allow translating system
documentation into code for formal analysis
• A SPIN searching engine to find the necessary system behavior that fulfils specific system goals
• A modified Ponder toolkit for policy specification
The prototype allows goal refinement considering the QoS-oriented high-level goals and the
policy hierarchy. Figure 5 shows two out of the
four generic goal graphs elaborated by the developer in the scenario:
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1 The QoS provisioning management goal
(top) has been refined into the six highlevel goals for QoS management. Then,the
goal graph is built upon six subtrees. Subsequently, the developer documents the relationship of these high-level goals with the
policies that control the corresponding
high-level goals.
2 The service management configured goal
(goal graph on the bottom right) has been
refined considering the policy hierarchy, in
this particular case, the service management policy. The result of this process is a
goal graph representing the different strategies for the service management function.
Similar goal graphs have been defined for
the traffic engineering functions.
At service operation time the administrator
consultant browses through the goal data base to
carry out a goal selection process. For instance,
for the high-level-goal number of subscriptions
controlled in Fig. 4b, the system guides the consultant to the subscription logic configured goal,
and subsequently to the service subscription configured goal, the latter included in the service
management configured goal graph. At this
moment of the selection, the consultant should
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■ Figure 5. Practicality of the policy refinement process: goal refinement and goal selection.
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decide the guidelines that reflect the administrative view about the service subscription configured goal. For these, the “conservative settings”
for both, the satisfaction level and the admission
control, reflect the view of “Maximize subscriptions with the highest confidence to provide the
agreed QoS” (selection marked with dotted lines
in Fig. 5). Similar selections should be achieved
for the remaining “particular” goals of Fig. 4b.
Once the operative view for QoS provisioning
has been defined, the resulting goal selection is
verified for correctness and completeness. Later,
the policy refinement mechanisms produce the
lowest-level executable policies that commit with
such selection and, consequently, with the view
of QoS management.
In this scenario, five ND policies, four TF
policies, two SLS-S policies, six SLS-I policies,
and eight DRsM policies have been produced in
less than three seconds. Two of these lowestlevel executable policies are shown in Fig. 6.
These are related to the number of subscriptions
controlled high-level goal. The conservative satisfaction policy defines appropriate values on
which the service admission mechanisms would
rely; namely, the satisfaction level. The value
assigned to the latter suggests that the active
SLSs would enjoy their QoS at their almost satisfied rates, even at congestion. Other policies
have been produced to influence the parameters
to define the almost satisfied rates. The subscription acceptance policy sets thresholds for
incoming subscription requests. It is worth noticing that the events, subjects, targets, actions, and
constraints of the 25 lowest-level policies of our
scenario have been abstracted automatically by
the policy refinement mechanisms.

RELATED WORK
We have presented a methodological approach
to policy refinement that consists of three main
elements: defining policy hierarchies that exploit
inherent relationships in hierarchical systems;
identifying high-level goals and their relationship
with the policies along the policy hierarchy; and
a policy refinement framework that considers
the two previous elements for dealing with the
critical nature of refining policies from administrative guidelines systematically. To the best of
our knowledge, no other work has addressed this
complete view of policy refinement, thereby capturing the requirements, processes, actors, and
phases involved.
Most of the research efforts have concentrated on refining policies from abstract requirements. Work by Bandara et al. [1] has been a
major contribution to the field. They propose an
approach for transforming both policy and system behavior specifications into event calculus
(EC) notations from which abduction is used to
derive strategies that would achieve abstract
requirements. From these strategies, policies are
encoded. While EC and abduction are used in
the former to infer the actions that would
achieve particular goals, our approach goes
through automated state exploration to obtain
system trace executions that fulfill temporally
ordered lower-level goals. An advantage of our
approach over the EC-based approach is that
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■ Figure 6. Subset of refined lowest-level policies in our scenario.
our framework addresses explicit temporal execution of goals, whereas this is not addressed in
the EC-based approach.
Regarding functional approaches, POWER
[8] is one of the few implementations hitherto
presented in the literature. POWER refines policies from policy templates designed by an expert
so that consultants can create business policies
from them. While POWER is an environment
designed to guide the user to choose policies
from predesigned policy templates, our framework is a goal-oriented approach in which the
consultant defines “particular” views of management, having the possibility to formulate any
combination of views as required with no predefinition of policy template choices.

CONCLUSIONS
The innovative aspects of our methodological
approach can be summarized as follows:
• We have provided the principles to define
policy hierarchies intended to address the
refinement process. In this sense, the hierarchical relationships of policy systems can
be exploited in favor of policy refinement.
• We have identified the general considerations for the definition of high-level goals.
In this respect, the identification of highlevel goals and their relationships with policies controlling such goals allow the
assessment of systematic policy refinement.
It would be practically impossible to achieve
systematic policy refinement with arbitrary
relationships.
• We have laid down the above aspects in the
context of a policy refinement framework.
We have demonstrated how these should
be used to produce executable policies
committing to administrative views.
• The validity of the methodology has been
demonstrated through a scenario applied to
the QoS management domain.
It is feasible to address policy refinement
with the methodology presented in this article.
Nevertheless, we must acknowledge that policy
refinement is a complex issue that certainly
deserves more attention. For instance, essential
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processes are carried out with human intervention and additional analysis techniques should be
integrated in order to reduce or if possible avoid
potential human mistakes.
So far, our approach does not consider feedback mechanisms to analyse the impact of highlevel goals with respect to managed system
performance and customers’ behaviors [9]. This
is a critical and challenging issue that may imply
the integration of other mechanisms to relate
managed system performance and customers’
behaviors with “particular” high-level goal
achievement. Future work will also be directed
to explore this research area.
We hope that the ideas presented in this article may encourage policy designers and
researchers to address the policy refinement
problem in a similar way in other application
domains. Policy refinement is still at its initial
stage; hence, substantial efforts should be made
to solve it.
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